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A chiral invariant background field method is introduced in order to study the structure of 
higher order terms in chiral perturbation theory. Explicit one-loop calculations are presented 
together with the construction of the most general O(p6) chiral lagrangian relevant for 
anomalous processes. The non-renormalization of the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term in 
both two and four dimensions is discussed in general. (0 1991 Academic PIN. I~C. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, chiral perturbation theory has received much attention as a 
means of describing the interactions of the light hadrons at low energy. In a series 
of papers Gasser and Leutwyler [l] have discussed in a systematic manner the 
basic features of chiral perturbation theory that can be used to calculate the 
generating functional of Green’s functions of quark currents in an expansion in 
powers of external momenta (p’) and quark masses (m). For this purpose an effec- 
tive Lagrangian involving the pseudoscalar meson degrees of freedom is introduced. 
This effective chiral lagrangian is constructed so as to incorporate the symmetries, 
the assumed symmetry breaking pattern, and the anomalies of QCD. At lowest 
order in p2 and quark masses (quark masses are counted as two chiral powers, con- 
sistent with chiral symmetry) the effective lagrangian is given by a non-linear sigma 
model coupled to external fields which may be flavor non-singlet. The form of the 
chiral Lagrangian at higher orders is determined by symmetry requirements and in 
general an infinite number of terms with associated coupling constants containing 
structures of increasingly higher order in derivatives and quark masses allowed. In 
practice, however, one truncates at a given order (in derivatives and quark masses) 
and the coupling constants can be extracted at that order from experiments. Such 
a procedure for chiral W(3) was discussed in detail in Ref. [l] for the 0(p4) terms 
with even number of meson fields where there are 10 coupling constants L, , . . . . L,,. 
That these higher order terms are needed becomes obvious from the fact that 
meson loops need to be considered in order for the low energy expansion to be con- 
sistent with unitarity and that the non-linear sigma model in four dimensions is 
non-renormalizable. At the C!(p4) level, one must also include in the chiral 
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lagrangian the Wess-Zumino terms which are odd in meson fields and which 
correctly incorporate the anomalies of QCD in the presence of external vector and 
axial vector fields. 
Since the original work of Wess and Zumino [2] in which the anomalous 
lagrangian was directly obtained by integrating the Bardeen expression for the 
anomaly, Witten [3] has obtained a compact form for this lagrangian. Witten has 
shown that the Wess-Zumino lagrangian can be written in terms of the chiral field 
U, in a compact manner as an action defined on a live-dimensional surface whose 
boundary is four-dimensional space-time. Witten also showed, using topological 
arguments that the coefficient of this term is quantized and phenomenologically, in 
order to obtain the correct 71’ -+ yy decay rate, this coefficient must be the number 
of colors, N,. The form of the Wess-Zumino lagrangian including external vector 
and axial vector fields has been discussed extensively in the literature [3-51. 
The next terms in the chiral counting are of sixth order and are of two different 
kinds. Those which are even in meson fields (non-anomalous sector) and those that 
are odd (anomalous sector). The terms even in meson fields are the most general 
structures consistent with chiral symmetry, some of which are needed to cancel 
the two-loop infinities generated by the 0(p2) lagrangian or the one-loop infinities 
with one vertex 0(p2) and the other cO(p”). More interesting is the case of the 
sixth-order terms that are odd in meson fields. Typically, these would be relevant 
in determining the radiative corrections to anomalous processes like rc” + yy, 
q + rr +rc y, etc. Some of these will be needed to cancel the infinities arising from 
one-loop diagrams with one normal vertex of order p2 and an anomalous vertex of 
order p4. In this connection, it is very important to ensure that the coefftcient of the 
S(p4) Wess-Zumino term is not renormalized. This would be the counterpart of the 
Adler-Bardeen theorem in the infrared regime and it is important to verify the 
non-renormalization of this Wess-Zumino coefficient to all orders in chiral pertur- 
bation theory. 
The above discussion makes clear the need to have a systematic procedure for 
studying the structure of the higher order terms in chiral perturbation theory, both 
from a phenomenological and from a formal viewpoint. In order to do this, chiral 
invariant procedures have to be introduced to study the loop effects at higher 
orders. In the past, background field methods with external fields have been 
considered [ 1,6,7] and a straightforward extension of these to higher order is 
computationally forbidding. Other background field methods relevant to the non- 
linear sigma model have also been previously discussed [8,9]. In this paper, in 
particular Section II, we introduce a new coordinate independent background field 
expansion which is particularly well suited for the study of chiral lagrangians. This 
expansion is based on using geodesic curves on the group manifold of the chiral 
fields U(X), to connect the background field and the chiral field, including back- 
ground and fluctuations. The 8(p2) chiral lagrangian is first studied using this and 
a simple compact expression for the fluctuations to all orders is obtained. Next the 
Wess-Zumino lagrangian in the Witten form is considered. Here it is shown that 
the action incorporating the fluctuations to all orders can always be written in 
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terms of the chiral field in a four-dimensional form and simple closed form expres- 
sions are again obtained. The case of two dimensions is also discussed, in 
particular, the conformally invariant two-dimensional Wess-Zumino model. Here, 
the advantage of our methods over the previous ones is very transparent. Certain 
structures that naturally appear in this background field expansion and have well- 
defined transformation properties under chiral SU(3) x SU(3) and/or the vector 
subgroups SU(3) v are identified. The local higher order terms in chiral perturba- 
tion theory must be constructed out of these structures. Finally, we conclude 
Section II with a discussion of how perturbation theory may be developed for the 
background field expanded actions. 
In Section III we present some one-loop calculations to elucidate our method 
and also to bring out the rather simple looking expressions for the one-loop 
infinities when expressed in terms of the (natural) basic structures introduced by 
our background field expansion. First, the order p4 infinities are reproduced in 
agreement with earlier results, [ 1, 6, 73, then the O(p6) infinities in the anomalous 
sector are obtained. Finally, using symmetry considerations and certain identities 
relevant to four dimensions we construct the most general chiral lagrangian which 
is sixth order in the chiral counting. This sixth-order lagrangian contains external 
vector and axial vector fields, in general. There are 30 independent structures to this 
order with an associated number of new coupling constants. The non-renormaliza- 
tion of the Wess-Zumino coefficient is explicitly verified by direct calculations at 
the one-loop level. 
In Section IV, we present a general discussion of the structure of the higher order 
terms in chiral perturbation theory. First, the non-renormalization of the 
Wess-Zumino coefficient in the two-dimensional model is discussed. The proof here 
is rather more straightforward than the ones discussed in the literature [IS]. Next, 
we present arguments for the four-dimensional case for the non-renormalization of 
the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term. We then conclude with a discussion of the 
results obtained in this paper. 
II. A BACKGROUND FIELD EXPANSION FOR THE CHIRAL LAGRANGIAN 
In this section we will formulate a coordinate independent background field 
expansion for the non-linear sigma model both with an without the Wess-Zumino 
terms. This method will be seen to be more convenient than the usual expansion 
[S, 93, in a coordinate basis, especially in regard to the higher loop effects. We will 
then discuss how perturbation theory is developed for the background field 
expanded actions. An algorithm for computing the higher loop diagrams will 
be given. 
IIa. The Two Derivative Chiral Lagrangian 
We will first consider the lowest order ungauged chiral lagrangian where the 
method will be explained in detail and then the gauged versions will be discussed. 
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In each case, a compact form for the fluctuations to all orders can be obtained. (See 
Eq. (2.15) below.) 
The two derivative chiral lagrangian, not including external fields can be written 
as (we consider chiral SU(3) unless otherwise stated) 
97(Z) = &l7(2’ + y(2) 
,nv M’ (2.1) 
9~~~ is the invariant part of the lagrangian and is [l] 
(2.2) 





M= diag(m,, md, m,) is the quark mass matrix. Throughout this paper we will use 
the notation Tr A - (A ). Here, as usual, f is the pion decay constant in the chiral 
limit and B, is related to the condensate; (01 Uu IO) = -f2B,(1 + O(mquark) [l]. 





4(x) = @A0 (Au are the Gellmann matrices) is the pseudo scalar meson octet. Under 
W(3), x SU(3), transformations U transforms as V, U(x) P’l, where I’,(,, belong 
to SU(3),,,,. In order to evaluate the loop graphs generated by ZC2), we consider 
the neighborhood of the solution O(x) to the classical equations of motion. We will 
formulate the background field expansion using curves on the group manifold 
which pass through both the background field B(x) and the background field with 
the fluctuations, U(x). For this purpose we introduce a one-parameter family of 
group elements U(x, t) such that 
U(x, 0) = O(x) 
U(x, 1) = U(X) = u(e-‘C)u (2.4) 
D(x) = u2. 
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t(x) is the fluctuation field and is a traceless hermitian matrix; 5 = (“A”; U(X) are 
elements of the coset space SU(3), x SU(3),/SU(3), which transform under 
X7(3),x &Y(3), as 
where h E SU(3) I,. We next introduce the t-dependent action. (We consider 54’::,! 
only first) 
S(t) = J d4XtXL?(2’( t) 
=$ J‘ dAX(a, u + (x, t) awtx, t)) 
= -fr d4x(L,(t) L’(t)), (2.5) 
where L,(t) = U-*(x, t) aP U(x, t). The action incorporating the fluctuations to all 
orders may be written as 
S(l)-S(O)=~;d+(t). (2.6) 
Our task now is to evaluate the RHS of Eq. (2.6). In order to do this, we first 
obtain the geodesic equation satisfied by the currents L,(t): 
dL,(t) d 
dt =z w;’ a,w 
=a,(~,-Iii,)+ cut-l a,u,, u;%,l 
= a,n + w,(t), 4, (2.7) 
where we have introduced the notations, U, = U(x, t), 0, = (a/at)&‘,, and 
U; ’ l!J, = A. (This geodesic equation plays a crucial role since the various terms in 
the chiral lagrangian can be always expressed in terms of L,.) From (2.7) it 
immediately follows that 
9(1)-Y(O)= -fj; dt(a,AL,(t)). (2.8) 
It is to be noted that (aS(t)/&)l,,o vanishes by the equations of motion. To 
proceed further, we specialize to the case of interest, i.e., the nonlinear sigma models 
on group manifolds for which we may introduce the exponential parametrization 
for U(x, t), namely, 
U(x, t) = ue-‘% 
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In this parametrization, A = U;‘o, = U-‘( -i<)u = O-‘u( -it)u. In order to 
simplify the subsequent expressions we introduce the following anti-hermitian 
matrices [ 1 ] 
A, = +(u-’ a,u+ a,uu-1) 




rP transforms like a connection under SU(3), x SU(3), and A, transforms 
covariantly as is explicitly discussed in the next section (111~). Thus it is convenient 
to introduce the covariant derivative of r [ 11, 
d,5 = a,( + cr,, 51. (2.10) 
In terms of (2.9) and (2.10) 
a,(UtU)=U{u+ {A,, mu. (2.11) 
Returning next to (2.8) we may rewrite it as 
g(l)-T(O)=f i j1 dt{(uSuu;la,u,a,O-l) 
0 
+ (a,(ugu)u;l a,uJ-1)). 
Next, using 
U;‘a,u,=u~‘(e”‘(a,+A,+T,)e~“‘+A,-r,}u, 




+ (t&S- CA,, tINA,-CJ)). 
This expression may be further simplified using the parametrization: 
(2.13) 
ei5s(ap+A,+Tp)e-i~s= -i s ’ dse”“(d,S + [A,,, <])e-iSs + (A, + r,). 
(2.14) 
0 
Tlw, Eq. (2.13) becomes 
y(l)-~?(O)=fi2Jb: dtj’d~({e~““(d~~- [A’, 41)e’ls 
0 
x (d,t+ CAP’, (I)}) +f*i(A,d,<). (2.15a) 
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For future reference we note that the above may be written in an alternate 
convenient form, using 
d,< - CQil = a,< - [~p-‘~ 51 
= u a,(u-‘&)u-’ 
d,~+Cd,51=a,5+Cu~‘a,v,51 
= u(a,(u-‘~u) + [L,, u-‘(u])u-‘. 
We may write (2.15a) as 
Y(1) - Z(O) =;J1: dt .$: ds(e-%d a”(u-‘gu) u-lei~s 
x u(a,(u-‘&.l)+ [L,, u-‘&.4])u-‘) 
+ term linear in < 
= -f[i dt I* ds(e”SPAe-“3b,A) 
0 
+ term linear in 5, 
where 
B,n = a,/i + [IL,, A]. (2.15b) 
The term linear in 5 is seen to vanish upon using the equation of motion for the 
background fields (for the massless case: d, Ap = 0). Equation (2.15b) reduces to the 
result of Ref. [ 1 ] for the case of the quadratic fluctuations and the higher order 
fluctuations may be easily read off. Below we list some of these: 
Cubicf2i([AP <][d 5 51) ‘6 ’ P’ 
Quartic:~ii(ld,,g,51’-[A,.512)} 
Fifthorder:; {(CCCA”, 51~51~41Cd,4,51)). 
(2.16) 
We conclude this discussion of the chiral lagrangian without external fields by 
writing down the expansion of 9; which is straightforward to obtain using the 
above techniques: 
YE’(l)-YE’(O)< --$j: dt(t(uX+ue-“‘-e+“‘u+Xut)). (2.17) 
Of course, here D= u2 is the classical equation of motion of the complete 
lagrangian (2.1); i.e., 
d,A“-&i-+;(W)=0 
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with 
M - = B,(u+Mu+ - uMu). (2.18) 
We note that when (2.17) is expanded in the fluctuations, the background fields 
appear either as A4 ~ or M + = B,(utMut + UMU). Terms odd in < appear with ii4 ~ 
and those even in l with A4 +. 
In order to consider the low energy Green’s functions of the vector, axial-vector, 
scalar and pseudoscalar quark currents in QCD, one has to consider the chiral 
lagrangian coupled to external vector fields u,, axial-vector fields a,, scalars s, and 
pseudoscalars p [ 11. The lowest order chiral lagrangian incorporating these may be 




x = 2B,(s + ip). 
(2.19) 
The external fields transform under SU(3), x SU(3), in the following manner: 
F:” --, VL,R (F:R) ‘E,R + ivL,R ap ‘z,R 
s + ip -b V,(s + ip) Vl. 
(2.20) 
The background field expansion of the lagrangian (2.19) can be performed in 
exactly an analogous manner as discussed earlier. The result for the fluctuations to 





0 is the solution of the classical equations of motion obtained from (2.19) which 
has the same form as (2.18) with the appropriate replacements (2.19b). 
IIb. The Wess-Zumino Lagrangian 
In this section the background field expansion for the Wess-Zumino lagrangian, 
appropriate for the description of anomalous processes in chiral perturbation 
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theory will be discussed. This lagrangian is O(p4) and was first obtained by Wess 
and Zumino [2]. More recently, Witten [3] has obtained a compact form for the 
action and the first terms are shown to be expressed in terms of the field U as an 
integral over five dimensions. Expressed in terms of the fields 4, the action reduces 
to a four-dimensional form modulo topological effects. Thus, the essential feature of 
such terms is that though the action is not a total divergence in terms of the U 
fields, it can be expressed as a total divergence in terms of the fields 4. In order to 
consider corrections in chiral perturbation theory to anomalous processes like 
no + YY, 9 + 7c + 7~ ~ y, etc., it is necessary to develop a background field expansion 
of this lagrangian and we discuss a procedure below where all the symmetries of the 
original lagrangian may be preserved. This procedure, which is based on the 
strategy outlined in the previous subsection, makes clear the fact that to all orders, 
the fluctuations can be expressed in a compact form in four dimensions in terms of 
the fields U. Apart from the four-dimensional case which is of physical interest 
in discussing meson interactions, we will also discuss the two-dimensional 
Wess-Zumino model, where our expansion has many simplifications over the 
methods previously employed [S, 93. In Section III we will discuss the important 
issue of the non-renormalization of the coefftcient of the Wess-Zumino term in 
general. As before, we will first discuss the models without external fields and then 
these fields will be introduced. 
In both four and two dimensions, we will use Witten’s form for the 
Wess-Zumino lagrangian. We first consider the four-dimensional case and later the 
two-dimensional model will be discussed, 




r’D = M4 
-iN. =2 
24071~ f (L5L ao = ,w4 
(2.21) 
where L = L, dx” = U ~ ’ aP U dx” and we are using the language of differential 
forms which is very well suited for this situation. In Eq. (2.21) N, is the number of 
colors and the integral is over a five-dimensional surface D, whose boundary is 
four-dimensional space-time. As in the previous section, we consider the one 
parameter extensions of the chiral field U(x, t) = U, and construct the lagrangian 
incorporating the fluctuations. (We omit for the moment an overall factor of 
-iN,./240n2 in 9.) 
(2.22) 
L,= U,-‘dU,. 
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It is straightforward to show using Eq. (2.7) that the RHS of (2.22) is a total 
divergence to all orders in the fluctuation: 
Thus, 
= 5 j1 dt d( AL;). 
0 
&A 1) - s,,(O) = 3 j; dt j (AL;) d4x. 
M4 
(2.23) 
Using the identity dL = - L2, the above expression may be written in many 
equivalent forms: 
S,,(l)-s,,(O)=$$‘j’dt j <A dL, d-h) 
0 M4 
-iN. I =( dt 




Any one of these forms together with Eqs. (2.12a) and (2.14); i.e., 
dse’<“(dl + [A, 5])e-‘5s + 24 u, 
where dt = d{ + [r, 41 may be used to write a compact expression for (2.23). One 
such form is 
Swz( 1) - SW,(O) 
=$$j:dtjMd( -ic(-ij: 
4 












D+,5 = d,tl+ CA,, 51. 
(2.25b) 
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It is worth reemphasizing that this lagrangian incorporating the fluctuations can be 
written in compact form in four dimensions to all orders in the fluctuation. For the 
second-order fluctuations, this fact was noted in [6, 71. 
The fluctuations to any order can be readily obtained from this and some of these 
will be tabulated after a discussion of the Wess-Zumino lagrangian in the presence 
of external fields. Before this is done we will briefly discuss the two-dimensional 
version in order to illustrate the simplicity of our techniques. The two-dimensional 
Wess-Zumino model for the group SU(N) is given by the action 
For ti* = 1, the model is known to be conformally invariant [lo], and we will show 
in Section IV, that for this case, the WZ term is unrenormalized. The first term is 
of the same form as in Section Ia and therefore we will focus on the second term 
alone. Proceeding as before, it is straightforward to see that in this case: 
S,,(l)-S,,(O)I,,= K;I: dr jM> (AL;) d2x 
=rc$jl’dtj” <dAL). 
Ml 
This is very similar to the form of the first term of Eq. (2.8) and we may write 
for the fluctuations obtained from (2.26), using (2.15), 
S,,( 1) - S,,(0)/zD =‘I’ ( gp,, - KEY,) 1’ dt f ds 1 d*x 
0 0 
x {(ep’5”(d,5- Cd,, 51) eiCS(4S + Id,*, tl)>} 
-f’i j ( g,,,-k.Ep,,)(S(dp~,s- CA,,, A,,])) d*.x (2.27) 
The term that is linear in t in (2.27) is seen to vanish upon using the equations of 
motion for (2.26), i.e., 
d,,Ap + KE”‘[~~, A,] = 0. 
Before proceeding with a discussion of the inclusion of external gauge fields we 
would like to indicate some alternate forms for Eqs. (2.25) which are convenient for 
explicit calculations. Consider first Eq. (2.25b). The covariant derivative D+,r may 
be written as 
o+pt = a,5 + cup* apu, (I= ~1 a,(u4u-l)u. 
Using this, (2.25b) may also be written as 
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Swz( 1) - S,,(O) = $ j-’ dt s d4xcUYpo 
0 
(2.25~) 
with t’=u@’ and R,=a,UUel. 
The alternate form for (2.27) follows from Eq. (2.15b), 
S,,(l)-S,,(O)l,,=f (gl’“-rs”‘)f’dr jb’ds~d’x 
0 
x { (ecs a,&?G(a,F+2[2c1 dp, T-J))}, (2.27b) 
where r= U-‘5~ and we are assuming that the background field equations of 
motion are satisfied. 
We will next consider the Wess-Zumino effective lagrangian in four dimensions 
in the presence of external vector and axial vector gauge fields. In the context of 
chiral perturbation theory, this is necessary in order to consider the correlation 
functions of the various quark currents in a low energy expansion. The form of the 
Wess-Zumino functional in four dimensions in the presence of gauge fields Fi, 4: 
has been obtained by a number of authors, and we will use the one given m 
Ref. [4] with a straightforward adaptation to our conventions and notations: 




I 48~~ M,, 
({ -iFR(dUUp1)3-P.C. 





(Here, P.C. stands for parity conjugate: FL t* FR, Uo U -‘.) 
(2.28) 
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The action which includes, the fluctuations to all orders can be obtained by the 
same techniques as before. After straightforward algebra, we obtain 
Swz( U(x, t = l), F”L, F;) - Swz( U(x, t = 0), F;, F;) 
-iN E--L 
48~1~ s s 
Mq ; dt({U;1ir,{(U,~‘DU,)4+i(U;1 Ml,)’ 
x (FF’+ U,‘F!$U,)+ i(F;:2’+ U,~‘F~‘U,)(U,‘DUJ2 
x iU,-’ DU,(F’,2’+ U,‘F’,2’U,) U;’ DU, 
+ 2((F1;2’)2 + (U;‘F’,z’U,)‘) 
+ FF’U;‘Fg’U, + U;‘Fg’U,Fy’}} 
In the above, DU, is the covariant derivative 
DU, = dU, - iF, U, + iU, FL 





F~;R=a,F~R-a,F>R-i[F~R, F:R]. (2.31) 
The above may be further rewritten using the parametrizations U, = uePi% and 
Eq. (2.12a). We first introduce the quantities 
F* = i(uF’,2k’ f z~‘F!,f’u) 
r(“= & dxp dx” = dr-i- r2 
(2.32) 
or 
r,,=d,r,,-a,r,+ [r,, r,i. (2.33) 
The r are defined in Eq. (2.9b). It is easy to check that 
r(2)= -AZ-‘F+ 2 3 
i.e., 
r,, = - CA,, A,1 - $F,‘y ; (2.34) 
A is also defined in (2.9b). Using these quantities, the various terms in Eq. (2.29) 
may be written as 
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dti( U,‘o,(U;’ DU,)’ (Fy’+ U;‘Ff’U,)) 
=sj j1dt((-i~)jijl’dseii”(dg+ld,5,)e-i~~+2d)2 
48~r* Mq o 




4871~ Mq o 
dti( U,‘~i,(F~‘+ U,~‘F~‘U,)(U,~1DUI)2) 
-iN =c 
48n2 
x{ij:dseits[ T’2)+d2+~F-, [ e-i5”+(r’2’+A2) ] 1 
(2.35~) 
3 s I I 48~’ dti(Uly’tiI,Ulp’ DU,(Ff’+ U;‘Fg’U,) U;‘DU,> M4 0 
=$jM, 1: dt ((-it) { -ij:dse’i”(dt+ [A, E])eC”‘+Zd} 
x{ijddseics[ I’c2’+~2+~Fm, 5 epi5”+(Tc2)+A2) ] } 




48n2 Mq o 
dt( U,‘ir,2((FI”)* + U;‘(F!,f’)’ U,)) 
=$jM.j~dt2((-i~){u(F~))2up1+up1(F$f))2u 
+ -i s 
d dseits[u-1(Fg))2 u, c] epics (2.35e) 







=ss,,I; dt !(--i~){u(F~‘)‘u-‘u-1(F~))2~+u~1F~)uuF:i’u’ 
x -i 
I  
:  dsuF~‘u-‘e’S”[u~‘Fk2’u, (]e-IcA 
x -j :  &+i”[u-‘F’,2)U, 51 e-‘t”uF:‘)U-l 
I  
.  (2.35f) 
In the last two expressions uFf ‘u -’ and u - ’ Ff ‘u must be replaced by 
The terms of different orders in the fluctuation can be obtained easily from the 
above expressions. In the next section we list the quadratic fluctuations. Notice that 
the basic background field structures appearing in the expansion are r, A, r(‘), F ~. 
Once the background field expansions are obtained, we have next to discuss a 
diagrammatic algorithm for computing the higher order loop diagrams in perturba- 
tion theory. In order to do that we make use of the Q[ u, . ..] functional discussed 
by deWitt [ll] and by deWitt and Grisaru [12]. This functional is defined by 
O[O ,... ]=j[dt]exp(i{S(U(.w,t=l) ,... )-S(I!? ,... )}}. (2.36) 
(The dots denote possible external fields.) S denotes the action and we are 
assuming that the background field a satisfies the classical equations of motion so 
that terms linear in t: are absent. This functional generates all diagrams containing 
at least one loop with external legs amuptated. In Ref. [ 111 an algorithm to obtain 
the S-matrix elements from Q is discussed. The method we follow in generating the 
diagrams is to express Q[ U, . ..I. using the interaction picture and then the standard 
Dyson expansion, 
Q[f?, . ..I= (01 exp i[d”xY(D, . . . . l) IO), 
where 
s 
d”xY(D, . . . . <)=S(U(x, t = l), . ..)-S(0. . ..) 
-$ 5 d”x{ (a,[ Pi) - (~22BoM)}. (2.37) 
595/210/l-7 
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We may redefine (5 + ft in order to get the usual normalization for the kinetic term. 
In the calculation of the vacuum diagrams, the various background field structures 
A P, . . . may be regarded as external fields together with the other fields F:” etc., if 
they exist. We next compute all possible Wick contractions involving the <“, using 
(01 T(<“(xl) 5%J) IO> = idab AAx -x2), (2.38) 
where A,(xl -x2) is the massive scalar Feynman propagator. In this way, the 
various loop effects may be studied in a standard manner. This general procedure 
is the same as that discussed in the second of Ref. [S]. 
A glance at Eqs. (2.35), (2.17) (2.15a) tells us immediately that all local counter 
terms computed using the above described background field method will be chiral 
symmetric structures constructed out of r,, r,,,, A,, M *, and F;, , and their 
covariant derivatives. 
III. ONE-LOOP CALCULATIONS 
In this section, we will exemplify the general discussion of Section II by means of 
explicit calculations at the one-loop level. Expanding the total lagrangian 9’= 
% + zwz (non-linear u model + Wess-Zumino term) Eqs. (2.35), (2.17), and 
(2.15a) in powers of the quantum fluctuation field {, only terms quadratic in 5, i.e., 




Ya,=$ (((d,l- CA,, tlW,t + CA,, (1) - t2M + > >. (3.la) 
+ (5 A, dvt - 45 A,S)Cxp 
-2(rA,d,5-d,i:A,~)A.Ag 
- $52Crpv, Fail + $t2CA, A,, Fo,>l 
- fi; Apt&i, A,)} >. (3.lb) 
The covariant derivative d,( is defined in (2.10), M- in (2.18), Fp; in (2.32) and 
M + is defined after (2.18). 
Throughout, we assume m, = md. Feynman rules are derived from YC2) in the 
usual way and one-loop Feynman diagrams could be calculated as discussed at the 
end of Section II. In these diagrams 5’s can only appear in the loops; all others are 
background fields which appear only as external fields. In the next subsection we 
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calculate the divergencies at the one-loop level of the non-anomalous effective 
lagrangian using this diagrammatic approach. In Subsection 1II.b we will calculate 
the one-loop divergencies of the Wess-Zumino lagrangian first without gauge fields, 
and then the complete result including external vector and axial vector fields will 
be presented. In 111.~ we obtain the most general O(p6) chiral lagrangian in 
the anomalous sector. This is consistent with parity P, charge conjugation C, and 
chiral symmetry. 
IIIa. Infinities of the Two-Derivative Chiral Lagrangian 
To find the Feynman rules for A?/,” we set t: = t”A” and obtain 
tb _ 6’6 
p2 -mf 
(3.2) 
FIG. 1. Feynman rules for the non-anamalous sector. Double lines denote the background fields. 
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In addition to the < propagator, there are three vertices (Fig. 1). In this, mf is the 
mass of 4, and rFb, (r2)ab, and crlab are the Fourier transforms of rzb, (r2)‘“, and 
a ‘ab, respectively, 
r;b= - +( [A”, nb]rp> 
CJ rab = gb _ m2 hub a 
a “b=~([An,AJ[~b,AJ)+~({P,~b}A4+). 
(3.3) 
Our notation is that of Gasser and Leutwyler [ 11. The double lines in the 
vertices denote collectively the background fields contained in r,, r2, or C. Using 
these vertices the one-loop divergencies of the non-anomalous sector can be 
calculated. In doing so, we have to consider Feynman diagrams up to the four- 
point function, since others are finite by power counting. It is easy to see that c2 
and r,,r,, are the only allowed terms of cO(p”) consistent with chiral symmetry; 
since r,, transforms as a gauge field, it can only appear as r,,, where rPY is the field 
strength (details of transformation properties are discussed in Section 111~). Thus 
the local counterterm lagrangian is of the form 
(3.4) 
Since terms like arr2 are not allowed, we expect diagrams like those in Fig. 2 to 
cancel, which they do; moreover, diagrams in Fig. 3 give 
1 1 
‘= -2 16rr2(n-4) 
b= -’ 1 
12 167t2(n - 4)’ 
where we have used dimensional regularization. This is in agreement with earlier 





u’ I? Y 
0 
r P 
FIG. 2. Vanishing diagrams in the non-anomalous sector by virtue of symmetry. 







FIG. 3. Diagrams contributing to the one-loop infinities in the non-anomalous sector. 
IIIb. Infinities in the Anomalous Sector 
In order to check whether the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term (WZ) is 
renormalized or not it is necessary to calculate the WZ counter-lagrangian d&z 
containing the one-loop divergencies. For simplicity and to illustrate the method, 
we shall consider first the case without gauge fields. At the end of this section we 
present the complete result including gauge fields. From Eq. (3.lb) we have, by 
redefining 5 + f& 
- (CA”, A”1 A, A, As)1 + 4”th( Cr,,, JoI{ CA,., Abl, A, A,} > (3.5) 
which gives the two vertices in Fig. 4. Here, r, is defined in 111~ and Szb(p,, p2) 
is the Fourier transform of 
s;“= iN. ~&~“‘a{((ll”A~~b-~bA,~u)A,Ag) 
127c7-2 
- (CJ-u, A”1 A, A, A,)). 
Note that S, transforms covariantly under the chiral transformations. 
(3.6) 
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FIG. 4. Feynman rules for the anomalous sector without gauge fields. 
To calculate A&,, we have to consider all diagrams with one WZ vertex and 
one or more non-anomalous vertices. Moreover, live and higher point functions are 
finite by power counting and need not be considered. The same power counting 
argument shows that ALZw, is O(p6). From symmetry considerations, A9’,, has to 
be of the form 
AY& =cU-p,(d,Sv-W,D (3.7) 
Although S,S, is O(p6) and consistent with symmetries, it is ruled out in (3.7), 
since A~w, has to be proportional to E lrvaa Furthermore, terms like S,r,o’ are not 
allowed because r, has to appear in the form of r,, (see arguments in IIIa). Thus, 
the infinite part of diagrams in Fig. 5 are expected to cancel, which they do. 
Using dimensional regularization to calculate the infinite parts of diagrams in 
Fig. 6, we find 
1 1 
‘= -6 16rr2(n-4)’ 
Using the identities 
r,v = - CA,, A,1 (no gauge fields) 
N=- 1 







(I”A)(I”B) =2(AB) -; (A)(B) (3.8~) 
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FIG. 5. Vanishing diagrams in the anomalous sector by virtue of symmetry. 
which follow from the SU(N) completeness relation 
we can write AL?;:, as 
1 
ALP - 
-iN. 2 EPv”s 
WZ-16z2(n-4)96n2f2 
X -~412(didlA,A,A,d,)+(d,A,Cn,A,AgiA,l)l > 
1 
(3.9) 
where N, and N are respectively the numbers of color and flavors (N= 3 for chiral 
fw3)). 
rs+sr 
FIG. 6. Diagrams contributing to the one-loop infinities in the anomalous sector without gauge fields. 
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The calculation of AL?& including gauge fields proceeds in an analogous 
manner. In contrast to the case without gauge fields, here there is a term ewz that 
is independent of derivatives in the lagrangian for the quadratic fluctuations. The 
result of a calculation including the gauge fields gives 
Ac.Ym - 
1 
wz - 167c2(n - 4) -; (r~“(d,s:-d,s;,-~wz~,), 
(3.10) 
where 
iN y/b = c 
48n2f = ~l’“~~( { Cl”, ~bl{Lw AB} 
and 
0 ab -~~~~~~(({~:~~}(~[F,.,r,,l-f[F,,A,d,l) w=w - 96n2f 2 
-(A” A,;lb+IZb A,~a){A,, Faj} . 
Using identities (3.8b) and (3.8~) and in the case of gauge fields, 
r,,= -CApAl-+F,:, 
we can write (3.10) as 
AL?;, = 
1 -iN, c p-P 
167c2(n - 4) 96n2f 2 
N2-4 





4rw = w-p, + cr,, qJ 
= - Cd, A,, A,1 - [A,, d, A,] 
--[A,,F,l-ti(uD,F,L,u++u+D,F,R,u), 
D,F~G~ = a,FtiR - i[F2R, F;;R]. 
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Here, a few comments are in order: first, all terms of d2Ez are seen to be made 
up ofA,, r,,, FLY, M’, and d,r,,. In fact, this is expected since .@*), (3.1) after 
integrating out 5’s is a function of these quantities only; moreover, this is true for 
all powers of the quantum fluctuation field r and not just for the quadratic ones as 
discussed in general in Section II. Thus, in working out the counterterms to any 
loop order we can build up the most general lagrangian out of A,, r,,, F;; , M *, 
and their covariant derivations up to the required order in momenta and masses. 
Indeed, in Section 3.3 using this procedure, we shall give the complete O(p6) 
counter-lagrangian in the anomalous sector. Second, none of the terms in (3.11) 
is identical to the tree level WZ effective lagrangian, which explicitly shows the 
non-renormalizability of WZ term at the one-loop level. The infinities of the O(p6) 
lagrangian have also been discussed in [6, 71 in a different basis. 
111~. The Complete Anomalous Counter Lagrangian to O(p6) 
In the previous subsection we saw that A,, r,,, FL, A4 +, M ~, and their 
corresponding covariant derivatives can be considered as building blocks for 
constructing the WZ counter-lagrangian to any order in a consistent momentum 
expansion. The complete WZ counter-lagrangian which is O(p”) is presented in this 
section; details of its construction can be found in Appendix I. We first need to list 
the transformation properties of the above objects under X43),x X43), and its 
diagonal subgroup SU(3),. Under a chiral transformation, 
u-+ v,uv~ 
u--, V,uh+=huV; 
U+ + hut V+ = V, u+h+, R 
where h E SU,(3). Under the vectorial subgroup N,,(3), 
A, -h A,h+ 
FPy, --f hF ~ h+ PV 
r, + hI-, h+ + h a,, h+; 
thus r, transforms as a connection. The corresponding field strength tensor 
r,, = a,r, - a,r, + [r,, r,] transforms as 
ru,, + hl-,, ht. 
Since M + breaks explicitly the chiral symmetry, it is considered as a spurion and 
it transforms, under h E W,(3), as 
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Next, we consider the parity and change conjugation transformation, 
u(x, t) P U+( -x, t) 




-1 for p=O 
for p= 1, 2, 3 
C 
u- 24’ 
F;’ -F;1”’ (t denotes transpose). 
The transformation properties of A,, d,, A,, r,,, dJ,,, F;, d,F‘, , and M* can 
now be easily deduced and are tabulated below: 
Quantity P C 
Notice that A,, d, A, , Trv, dATp,, Fp;, dL Fp;, M - are anti-hermitian, whereas 
M + is hermitian. Furthermore, we have included only the first covariant derivative, 
since as we shall see in Appendix I, second and higher order derivatives are not 
needed to the order that we are considering. The most general lagrangian consistent 
with chiral symmetry, P, and C containing, the totally anti-symmetric s-tensor and 
which is O(p6) is 
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+ W,(A>. A,Crhv, Fl>l> 
+w,(A~.A,~,,FI,-A,A~F~.~Y~) 
+w,(A,A,r,,Fl,-A,A,,F~.rvl) 
+ “m<A, Av{rai, F,T,t,,) > 
+~~,,(Aj.r,“A,F~~-A,r,;.Aj,F~~p) 
+ W,,(Aj.r,,,A,Fpi,-A,r,,Aj.F~ > 
+ w,,<Apral A&i) 
+ w,4(A, AK,, d, A,) > 
+ w,,<Av A,J-xp di A,- A, A, d, A,,r+) 
+ w,e(Av A&A., d>. A,) > 
+ w,,<A, d, A, A,rup) 
+ w~,(Av dj. Ap Amrp, > 
+ w~,(Fji(An A, A). AA + A>. Aj. A, A,)) 
+w,,(F,,(A”A.A,A,+A,AgA.A.)) 
+wzO’,4X+b.4.) 
+ ~lzzV’, {Aa, A,} >(Ai. A,d 
+ wzj(dA A, A, A, A, As) 
+ wa(dl A,CA, A, A,, A.1 > 
+ WZS<M + [r,,, Fz>I > 
+ wx<M + Cr’,, A, A,1 
+%(M+ A,XA,F,) 
+wz~(M- ><F,F,>) 
+ ~~~0.f - xr,vr,ll> 
+ wm(M- )(A, Avrz8) f- (3.12) 
In the above, we assume that the background fields satisfy the equation of 
motion, (2.18) (relevant to this order). 
There are thus 30 independent real constants at this level (wl, . . . . wsO) in contrast 
to the 10 constants at the cO(p”) level found by Gasser and Leutwyler [l]. The 
details of the construction are given in Appendix I, and the various ideas used are 
invariance arguments, integration by parts, the Shouten identity, etc. Comparing 
with the results in (3.11), we see that the coefficients w4, w,, w19, fi’21, w22, w25, 
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wz6, and w2, are infinite, whereas the rest are finite in the basis that we have chosen. 
As an interesting special case, consider the pure hadronic anomaly by setting all 
gauge fields to zero. Fp; vanishes; furthermore rPY reduces to rPy = -Cd,, d,]; 
hence the only terms needed in constructing the counter-lagrangian are A, and 
d, A,. Thus the only independent terms would be wT3 and wT4 and both of them, 
in this case, are infinite. Finally, we note that if the equation of motion (2.18) is not 
used there are five additional terms in Eq. (3.12): 
iepvZ”{w,,(M-F~Faj) 
+w32of-r&~) 
+ w~<Ap A,&,, M- > > 
+w,,(M- A,AvA,A,) 
+ wx(M- A/v, A&). 
IV. HIGHER ORDER TERMS IN CHIRAL PERTURBATION THEORY 
We begin this section with a discussion of the two-dimensional Wess-Zumino 
model to all orders in the background field expansion. We will consider only the 
conformally invariant case K* = 1, because as we shall see an analytic proof for the 
non-renormalization of the Wess-Zumino term can be given for this case. The 
action incorporating the fluctuations to all orders was obtained in Section IIb, i.e., 
(2.27). We would first like to express this action in a more symmetric manner, 
which is possible in two dimensions with rc* = 1. In order to do this, the following 
identities relevant for this case are important: For a vector, P’, 
(gP” f ~vgpl III Ep?)Xa = 0 
(g~v~&~“)(gyB~&y~)X~=2(g~v+&~“)X,,. 
Using (4.1), we may rewrite (2.27b) as 
S,,( 1) - S,,(O)1 2. =f (g”” f 9”) j; dt s, ds j d*x 




We may now notice that (g,,ilfs,,)u-l A% is a pure gauge, i.e., we may write 
(gpa+Qu-1 A”u=k,. (4.3) 
Then, P(8pk, + k,k,) = 0 (dk = -k*) and k, = V-’ ~3, V. 
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In view of this, we may write (4.2) as 
We now make a change of variables 4 + r in (2.36) for which the measure is 
invariant and in this way all reference to the background fields may be eliminated 
from Eq. (4.4). Clearly then, the Wess-Zumino term is unrenormalized to all orders. 
For other discussions of the two-dimensional Wess-Zumino model see [&lo]. 
We next proceed to a discussion of the four-dimensional case using the back- 
ground field method discussed in Section II. The first remark we would like to 
emphasize is that our background field expansion allows us to express the action 
incorporating the fluctuations, i.e., the term [S( U(t = l), . . . - S( U, . ..)I in (2.36) 
purely as a compact form in four dimensional in terms of the fundamental 
quantities r,, A,, r,,,, Fp;. Th e procedure outlined at the end of Section II for 
calculating higher loop diagrams is the standard Dyson expansion and therefore all 
the local counterterms introduced in higher orders will be expressible in a compact 
form in four dimensions in terms of chiral invariant structures constructed out of 
the fundamental quantities. Thus, no local counterterms which are expressible in a 
compact form (in terms of the U field) onlv in five dimensions will be introduced. 
In this connection, it is worth recalling that the purely hadronic Wess-Zumino term 
(i.e., the one which survives when all external gauge fields are set to zero) has the 
property that it can only be expressed in compact form in terms of the chiral field 
U in live dimensions. From this it is reasonable to conclude that in our framework, 
the coefficient of the Wess-Zumino term will not be renormalized. However, to 
make this more precise we will present an argument, not in terms of the chiral fields 
U, but rather in terms of the pseudoscalar meson fields 4(-u). 
We first consider the situation in the chiral limit, without external gauge fields. 
The fundamental fact which is responsible for the nonrenormalization of the 
Wess-Zumino term is that our background field expansion respects parity. In 
particular, it is easy to check from (2.15a) and (2.25a) that in the non-anomalous 
sector, in the background field expansion of the action, even powers of 5 come with 
even powers of A, and odd with odd. In the anomalous sector, the situation is 
reversed; odd powers of 4 come with even powers of A, and vice versa. This is a 
consequence of parity invariance with 5 transforming appropriately. In fact, this is 
true not just for the lowest order lagrangians in the anomalous and nonanomalous 
sectors but for all anomalous and nonanomalous interactions. An immediate conse- 
quence of this is that terms like (84 &#)n and (Q &)” appear only in the even order 
and mixed terms like (8d)n (@)” appear only in the odd order in the expansions 
of the nonanomalous interactions. In the expansions in the anomalous sector one 
has the reverse situation: mixed terms like (84)” (do” appear in the even order and 
(84 &~5)~ and (dt do” appear in the odd order. It is this, together with the fact that 
d,, A,,, = 0, that is responsible for the non-renormalization theorem. 
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In order to check the non-renormalization theorem one has to determine if a 
COUnterterIn Of the form A.,,,(d) E’“~’ a,@ a,fjb a,$’ a&“, where A,&+(d) is 
antisymmetric in its indices, is even induced. If this were the case then the 
Wess-Zumino term would be renormalized. Consider first for simplicity the situa- 
tion at the one-loop level. Infinite counterterms of the type mentioned above can 
come from Feynman diagrams which have a following combination of vertices: 
(a) a vertex with spyEB 8 P&’ a,db t3,qScd,(d, together with a vertex with 
d,<” 8’4” appearing in it. 
(b) a vertex with sPvEp 8 PqP a,#’ a,q5ca,q5d together with a vertex with 
d,, (” d”(‘. 
In (a) a vertex like d,,<” dpqSb can come from the non-anomalous sector only if 
there are terms of the type d,<[N’, (1 at the one loop level, i.e., odd powers of A 
with even powers of 5. Such terms are forbidden in our expansion, so (a) is not 
possible. In (b) a vertex like .P’@ I!?,@ . . . 8,dd can come only from a term in the 
anomalous sector of the form A4<*, i.e., even in A and t, which is forbidden. Thus, 
we see that there can be no renormalization of the Wess-Zumino term at the one- 
loop level as we have explicitly verified. Inclusion of mass terms does not alter the 
argument since even powers of 5 come with M + and odd powers of 4 come with 
M -. The only way consistent with parity in order to induce a counterterm of the 
type mentioned earlier is if the background field action in the anomalous sector had 
a term of the form A4t2, which it cannot. 
The situation in higher orders is not too different; the same general arguments go 
through. In addition to (a) and (b), we can also induce Wess-Zumino terms 
through the following: 
Cc) a vertex with ePYaP a,@ 8,q5b d,(’ dbtd, together with a vertex with a term 
like a,@ Pdb dvCc d,td 
(d) a vertex with a tmer sPYaB 8 ,c~V’d,~~ do<’ dot”, together with a term like 
a,& dp’5’ d”(” dJd. 
Notice that if we restrict ourselves to the background field expansions of the 
two-derivative lagrangian and the 0(p4) Wess-Zumino lagrangian, terms from 
the non-anomalous sector needed in (c) and (d) can only come from multiple 
insertions, if at all. In of the graphs of the type (a) to (d) we can, of course, have 
multiple insertions of the type dfl(” d,rb and an even number of insertions of 
terms with the s-tensor. Upon inspection, all of the graphs listed above have an odd 
number of the fluctuating field 4. Since the 5 come only in loops, we must have 
an even number of these; hence they are excluded. Similar arguments also exclude 
the mass insertions. The arguments presented are similar to those discussed for the 
two-dimensional case in the second of Ref. [9]. 
Gauge fields may also be included. For the vector case, i.e., Fi = F;, all the 
arguments discussed aboe go through unchanged. If, however, Fp; is not zero, then 
in the background field expansion of the Wess-Zumino action, even powers of t; 
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can come with even powers of A, provided they are also accompanied by Fp;. Also 
in this case d,,A,, = iFpi. The arguments presented above have therefore to be 
modified. but we shall not discuss it further here. 
APPENDIX I 
In this appendix we discuss the principles that go into the construction of the 
counterterms of O(p”) given in Eq. ((3.12) which are allowed by parity P and 
charge conjugation C, chiral symmetry, as well as Lorentz invariance. We begin by 
writing down all possible terms of O(p6) that are consistent with chiral symmetry. 
P and C invariance are then used to eliminate some of these. For example, terms 
like 
and 
were excluded because they are odd under parity (first term) and under charge 
conjugation (second term). Hermiticity can also be used as a constraint. For each 
term conserving P and C, say (dA F-F ~ ), we had to consider all possible ways 
of contracting the Lorentz indices. The number of such possibilities was limited not 
only by the symmetries of some basic building blocks such as r,, and Fp; (being 
anti-symmetric in ,D and v), but also due to some identities such as 
d, A,.-d, A,=$F,. (A.1) 
Hence, when considering all possible ways of contracting the indices in 
(dAF-Fp), for example, only 
(A.21 
need to be considered, since terms having d, A, and d, A, are not independent by 
virtue of (A.l) and could be written in terms of (A.2), in addition to terms like 
( Fp; F, FI> ) which will be considered separately. 
Furthermore, some building blocks are not independent or they even vanish 
when the indices are contracted in some specific ways. As an example, 
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hence, terms like that need not be considered. Further constraints arise from using 
the Shouten identity. Due to the fact that in four dimensions any tensor Tclva.“B 
which is totally anti-symmetric in five indices is identically zero, we arrive at the 
following relation: 
Because of this relation, many terms which otherwise look independent, in fact, are 
not. AS an example, consider the following terms: 
EpyuB<d,, &b&F,, Ap} > 
(A.41 
These may be written as 
<d, A,{d,Fps, A,} )(Bvor~P86* + &B~pa62 + bYn~@fl”” + &,E~~~~}. 
Now, using (A.3) we can show that 
~““%$4{4F,, A,} > = PS( (d, A,{d,,F, , Aa} ) 
+‘W,AbV’,,A,)) 
Finally, terms having higher order derivatives like ddd, dddd, . . . are not needed 
to this order (Co(#)) because they could be reduced to terms with one derivative 
either by partial integration or by exploiting the relation 
Cd,, 410 = Cr,,, 01. 
Using the ideas discussed above, repeatedly, we arrive at the set of independent 
operators given in Eq. (3.12). 
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